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TURBOJXT ENGINE OPERATING AT SUPERSONIC SF’EIZDAND HIGH ALTITUDE
II - AIR-COOLING SYSTEMS
By Wilson B. Schramn, Vernon L. Arne, and Alfred J. Nachtigall
The influence of high-altitude supersonic flight on the operation
and effectiveness of turbine-blade air- and liquid-cooling systems for
turbojet application in guided missiles and supersonic interceptor air- .
craft were investigated analybically. The turbine blades in such appli-
cations must be effectively cooled to obtain the increased engine air-
handling capacity, blade tip speed, and turbine-inlet gas temperature
required for adequate specific engine thrust and weight. The problems
. encountered in air-cooling systems were investigated with reference to
several specific desigus for alternate heat-rejection mediums, and the
results were compared with a similar study of liquid-cooling systems
M presented in a companion report of this analysis.
Results of the investigateion showed that the simple, nonrefrigerated,
air-cooling system was adequate for turbine-blsde cooling at flight Mach
numbers to 2.5 at an altitude of 50,CO0 feet and a turbine-inlet tempera-
ture of 2040° F. Air-cooling systems with bleed titercooling or refrig-
eration based on heat rejection to afterburner fuel provide a greater -
margin of safety than the simple nonrefrigerated systems, extend opera-
tion to higher permissible flight Mach numbers without basic change in
the engine, and provide the least mechanical complication and operating
problems. Where limitations can be placed on the required cruising
endurance, the most desirable alternate choice for supersonic interceptor
and guided-missile engines is the fuel-cooling system using afterburner
fuel, since it has minimum weight and performance penalties and is a
relatively simple installation. The most promising applications for air-
and Iiquid-cooltig systems based on heat rejection to afterburner fuel
sre for.missions in which the afterburner operates continuously through-
out the flight, thus avoiding heat rejection to the main fuel tanks during
nonafterburning operation. Regenerative liquid-cooling systems and
regenerative air-bleed expansion refrigeration systems are promising long-
. range developments that are capable of operation over the desired range
of flight conditions without affecting other aircraft installations and
systems. @placability of turbojet engines at supersonic flight speed can
. be extended with turbine-cooling systems that permit operation with
increased turbine-inlet temperature, specific mass flow, and blade tip
speed for flight Mach numbers ,to2.5 at altitudes to 50,CXXIfeet.
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Supersonic interceptor aircraft ad guided missiles that sre powered
by turbojet engines may introduce turbine design requirements that will a—
necessitate cooling of the gas-turbine components. As explained in ref-
erence Ij increased engine thrust and minimum specific engine weight wll.1
produce a trend towards increased turbine-blade tip speeds, longer turbine .
blades to provide for greater air-handling capacity, and higher turbine- liJ
inlet temperatures. These three conditions result In rotor-blade stresses 8
and blade temperatures that are beyond the capacity of the best available
high-temperature turbine-blade materials. A solution to the problem is
to provide cooling to reduce the blade temperatures to a point where
available turbine-blade materials.will have sufficient strength to witi-
stand the increased stresses that result from long blades and high tip
speeds in @proved engine designs. Methods of liquid-cooling turbine-
rotor blades for application in a supersonic interceptor are compdred in
reference 1, and it is shown that possible -disadvantages to all the s@-
ternsare high heat-rejection rates due to over-cooling of the turbine
blades and the problem of ultimate heat rejection to the available heat-
.—
rejection medium. Supersonic flight also provides problems in the use
of air cooling of turbine blades. The reduction in blade temperature
that can be obtained with a simple air-cooling system is limited by the
high compressor-bleed-airtemperature and rsm te~erature associated with .
supersonic flight, althou@ the effectiveness of the system can le aug- - ‘-
‘meritedby bleed sftercooling or refrigeration which, in turn, requires
rejection of heat. The problems encountered in either air or liquid r
cooling of turbine blades at supersonic flight speeds become more severe
as the speed is increased and yroba%ly determine the ultimate limits of
ap@ication of turbojet engines. For this reason, further studies of the
application of cooling to the turbine %Iades are being undertaken.
—
Analytical m.d e~erhental research has already been conducted on
application of air-cooled turbimes to typical production turbo~et engines
to permit substitution of noncritical low-alloy-steel turbine blades and
disks. Experimental tivestigatiom of heat-transfer characteristics snd
durability of turbine blades cooled with air under conditions equivalent
to full-scale engine operation sre reported in references 2 to 4.
These and other investigations demonstrated that satisfactory cooling
effectiveness could be provided with air-cooling methods to permit the
stistituticm of luw-al.loyshel~ for eurrtitly ueed high-temperature
alloys. Additional investigations of a complete air-cooled turbine
rotor in a turbo~et engine {references 5 to 7) have been conducted to
explore full-scale application of air cooling where a complete system
for supply and control of the coolant flow must be considered. @plica-
tion of air-cooling systems to future Wgh-perfmmance engines %0 permit
a stiultaneous increase in turbine-inlet temperatures specific mass fluw, .—
and blade tip speed, however, is beyond the scope of present experience.
.
m
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. Therefore, predictions as to the suitability of various types of air-
cooling system for turbojet engines at supersonic flight conditions are
dependent upon analyses extending the available knowledge obtaind at
.
more conservative e~gine conditions.
An analfiicsl investigation was conducted at the NMA Lewis lab-
oratory to evaluate the general cooling characteristics of various tur-
bine air- and liquid-cooling systems and to compare the applicability of
air- snd liquid-cooled turbojet engines. Since an evaluation of turbine
heat-transfer characteristics requires a knowledge of actual physical
dimensions in addition to a thermodynamic analysis, a hypothetical fixed
engine and aircraft design specification was chosen to obtain quantita-
tive comparisons, from which a subsequent general comparison of air- snd
liquid-cooling systems was made.
The operating conditions imposed in the analysis were based on an
assumed supersonic interceptor flight plan over a range of flight condi-
tions to a Mach nuniberof 2.5 at en altitude of 50,030 feet, and the
cooled turbine design analysis was qade for an assumed basic engine of a
type and size appropriate for the gross weight and power loading of a
supersonic interceptor aircraft. The basic engine design specificat-
ions, which represent a considerable advance in some respects over
. current-production jet engines, include a sea-level specific mass flow of
23.6 pounds per second per square foot, a turbine-inlet temperature of
2040° F, a sea-level compressor pressure ratio of 6.0, a turbine tip
i speed of 1500 feet per second, a turbine diameter of 35.1 inches, and a
turbine h~-tip ratio of 0.732.
. Specific objectives of this air-cooling-system analysis were essen-
tially the same as for the liqufd-cooling-s~tems analysis of’reference 1
and are as follows:
(1) Determinantion of the capacity to adequately control rotor blade
temperature within design limits under the specified,engine and flight
conditions
(2) Determination of which flight conditim represents the most
critical cooling requirement
(3) Determination of the limitations imposed on rotor blade cooling
effectiveness by bleed-air temperatures and heat-rejection mediums used
for aftercooling or refrigeration cycles
(4) Evaluation of the modifications that could be made to the cool-
ing cycle to avoid limitations imposedby the heat-rejection medims
.
(5) Evaluation of the thermodynamic possibilities for completely
self-contained,-regenerative,air-cooling systems independent of engine
.
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installation and auxilisry systems and rejecting heat to the main-engine .
working
In
blades.
In
cooling
fluid at compressor-outlet conditions.
.
this snalysis no considerationwas given to cooling of the stator
.
—
N
DESCRIPTIOIJOF AIR-COOLING SYSTEMS lT#ESTIGMED il
all the ah-cooling systems considered ti this sxd.ysis, the
air is bled from the main-engtie compressor at outlet conditions
and, after cooltn.gthe turbine blade, the a“iris discharged into the .-
main-turbine exhaust from the blade tip. The use of air at the
compressor-outletpressure is not necessarily required because of a rie&l
of high-pressure drop in the cooling system, but may be dictated by the
compressor configuration. If sufficiently high blsiietip speeds are used
h the cmpressor design, it becomes possible to achieve the desired
pressure ratio in a single compressor stage; thus making it impossible
to obtain bleed air for cooling at sn intermediate pressure. The high
compressor-outlet temperature encountered at high flight Mach number,
even with moderate compressor pressure ratio, may seriously limit the
effectiveness of sn air-cooling system unless mesns are provided for
aftercooling or refrigeration of the cooling air before introduction into
the turbine.
.
Although different in functi6n, heat redection with air-
cooling systems presents the ssme pro%lems as with liquid-cooling systems
(reference 1) and, therefore,
conditions found in different
Stiple
special adaptations are required to m&et u
engine tastallations.
Air-Cooling System
h the simple air-cooling system (fig. 1), a small smount of cooling
air is bled from the main-engine compressor at outlet conditions snd
introduced into the turbtie-rotor disk at a point near the shaft axis.
The coolant is then pumped out through the hollow disk passages and blades
and is di.schsrgedfrom the blade ti~s. The cooling air then mixes with
the main-engine gas flow snd passes into the Jet nozzle where it con-
tributes to the engtie thrust. The coolant temperature entering the blade
base is equal.to the main-engine compressor-outlettemperature plue
allowances for heat transfer and additional.compression as the coolant --.-
passes through the disks. The coolant flow is regulatedby a throttling
vslve in the bleed line. .- .
.-
The simple air-cooling system appears to represent the minimum
mechanical complication in the engine installation since the bleed-air
line ad control valve comprise the only additional equipment. The sys- .
tem is independent of the heat-rejection pro%lems outltied for the liquid-
cooling systems in reference 1, although,‘as the compress~r-outlet
.
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1. temperature approaches the desired turbtie-blade temperature under
unususl atmospheric conditions or high flight Mach number, excessive
coolant-flow requtiements may be encountered or the reliability of the
.
turbine compromised through over-temperature operation. A disadvantage
of the simple system is, therefore, that coolant temperature, which is
equally as important as coolant flow, is left to chance =d subject to
random flight and atmospheric variations. Addition of bleed aftercooling
or refrigeration systems is therefore essential to etiend the flight Mach
2 number capabilities of the turbojet engine, to minimize the coolsmt-flow
Cn
m
requirements, and to provide protection against inadvertent over-
temperature operation.
Bleed with Water bjection
Amethod of bleed sftercooling that can be incorporated in the simple
air-cooling system illustrated in figure 1 with little mechanical com-
plication is water injection into the coolant downstream of the throt-
tling valve. bjection of a relatively small quantity of water at this
point in the system accomplishes arconsiderable reduction in air temper-
ature up to the point of saturation of the air and, if desired, excess
water can be entrained in the air for subsequent evaporation within the
. blade coolant passage. Application of this system is dependent upon the
flight duration since the water carried by the aircraft for this purpose
is lost throughout the mission.
h
Bleed-Aftercooling System
Ableed-sftercooling system with heat rejection to afterburner fuel
is illustrated in figure 2(a). The simple air-cooling system in figure 1
was modifiedby addition of sn aftercooler in the bleed line upstream of
the throttle valve;’in the aftercooler the coolant temperature is reduced
to a specified value by heat rejection to the afterburner fuel as it is
drawn from the fuel tanks. The coolant temperature reduction is deter-
mined by the size and the effectiveness of the heat exchanger and the
fuel temperature, since smple heat capacity is available h the after-
burner fuel flow with the heat-rejection rates ti this case being con-
siderably smsller than in the fuel-cooled turbine applications (refer-
ence 1). The sftercooling requir&nents for nonafterburning engine opera-
tion sre providedhy recirculating fuel to the fuel tanks, as previously
described in reference 1 for thefuel-cooled turbine except that the con-
ditions are less severe. Ableed-aftercooling system with heat rejection
to rem air is an alternate method for consideration, but was not investi-
gated in this analysis because of the undesirable ram-air inlet ducting
. and exhaust disposal problem in a nacelle engine installation. As with
the water-cooling system (reference 1), large amounts of air from engine-
inlet boundary-layer-removal.slots maybe available in a fuselage engine
installation that would serve for bleed afterccmling.
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Air-Bleed Expansion Refrigeration Systems .
A considerable pressure difference may exist between the ccs?qxcessor
bleed point snd the point of introduction of the coolant into the turbine
.
rotor, if it is assumed that it is undesirable or impossible to bleed the
compressor at an intermediatepoint because of its configuration. A
further temperature drop csn therefore be obtainedby replacing the
.
throttling valve with an expemion turbine. An expansion refrigeration zm
system for,bleed aftercooling is illustrated in figure 2(b), where an al
auxiliary expsmsion turbine is placed.in thehleed line following the
aftercooler. The pressure ratio across this turbtie is generslly about
the ssme as that across the main turbine. The work producedby the
expansion turbine as a part of the refrigeration process must be sbsorbed
in some manner and is available for operation of other accessories such
as afterburner fuel pumps or possibly for pumping of afterburner-shroud
cooling air. An increased e~snsion ratio across the refrigeration tur-
bine canbe achieved in the system illustrated in figure 2(c), where the
power of the auxiliary turbine is used to tiive an auxiliary compressor
in series and shead of the aftercooler. This modification represents an
additional complication,but increases,therefrigerating capacity of the
auxilisry turbine. The gain relative to the system illustrated in fig-
ure 2(b) is dependent upon the effectiveness of the aftercooler. The
bleed aftercooling smd expansion refrigeration systems illustrated BO
f’arutilize the afterburner fuel and complicate the engine installation
because they both depend upon and imfluence the plunibingof the after-
burner fuel system. The arrangement illustrated in figure 2(c) canbe
modified, however, to avoid this limitation sad provide as well for
nonsfterburning turbojet engines where no readily available heat-
rejection medium such as the afterburner fuel flow is available.
Regenerative Air-Bleed Expsnsion Refrigeration System
The regenerative expansion refrigeration system is illustrated in
figure 2(d), where the titercoolerbetween the auxilisry compressor and
e~ansion turbine is relocated at the discharge of the main-engine com-
pressor. h this system the cooling air bled at compressor-outlettem-
perature is compressed further in the auxiliary compressor in order to
increase the temperature to a point where heat canbe rejected back to
the main-engine working fluid. The cooling-air emerges from the after-
cooler at a temperature somewhat higher than main compressor-outlettem-
perature but at a considerably higher pressure. It is then possible to
refrigerate the cooling air by expension through the auxiliary turbine.
—
#
.
Thus, an appropriate sxrangement of the auxiliary components of the
bleed aftercooling and refrigeration system canbe made that results in .
a self-contained or “package” titillation for the air-cooled engine if
the design conditions imposed in the interceptor-aircraftengine applica-
tion warrant the additional refinement. -
.
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* ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR EVALUATING AIR-COOLING SYSTEMS
The general analytical procedure followed is similar to that pre-
sented in references 8 and 9, where the turbine configurateion and the
engine operating conditions over a range of altitude and flight speed are
used to define the heat-transfer rates, the coolant temperature, the
required coolsnt flow, and the blade temperature, which are the most
LLE evukLuuL.LuLl.essential factors in “- ----’---”-
N
-10-l
co
Design Criterions
air is less effective than Hquids for turbine-Compressor-bleed
blade cooling, and application under the conditions‘encountered in
the interceptor-aticraft mission of this analysis illustrates the
severe specifications that must be fulfilled. Because the cooling
air is taken from the main-engine working fluid and passed only once
through the turbine-blade coolant passage, all possible effective
steps are generally taken to minimize the coolant-flow rate. The two
most significant variables are the coolant flow and the coolant tempera-
ture. The characteristic behavior of air cooling is.that the greatest
blade temperature reduction is achieved with the first increments in
. coolant flow, with rapid onset of diminishing returns. The addition of
extended internal heat-transfer surfaces in a blade tends to reduce the
genersl level of coolant flow required, but the diminish@g-returns
m characteristic becomes more pronounced. It is largely as a result of
this behavior that coolant temperature becomes so significant stice, with
a specified blade temperature and high coolant temperature, the point of
diminishing returns can easily be exceeded and even extreme coolsnt-flow
rates will not adequately control blade temperature. Under these cir-
cumstances, regardless of coolant-flow rate, there can be no margin of
safety in the design. Two altern~tives remain open to circumvent this
limitation as design conditions become more severe. The first is a major
redesign of the blade configuration to further increase the general level
of cooling effestiveness; the second is to intrcduce special methods for
control of coolant temperature, The first a~proach may lead to costly
new development snd fabrication problems in any given engine since the
entire turbine des&n may be affected. The second approach permits
retention of a fully developed air-cooled turbine-rotor design and con-
fines the new developments to external components that can be Isolated
.
from the main engine..
The first design criterion hsud.ly considered in an atr-cooling sys-
tem is the permissible coolant-flow rate. For nonafterburning turbojet
engines of the type ad size considered h this analysis, a coolant flow
. of approximately 2 to 3 percent of the main-engine mass flow would be
considered reasonable simce
ing from high
the appreciable g& in engine thrust result-
turbine-inlet temperature would
~“
not be greatly affected by
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the cooling losses. Cycle analysis of air-cooled sfterburning engines
of the type and size considered in this anelysis indicates that the cool-
ing losses are negligible, and consequently the coolant-flow rate for
efterburning engines does not appear to be a-critical criterion from the
standpoint of over-all engine performance.
Many other factors, however, necessitate minimum coolant-flow rates
and sre intimately related to detailed engine design problems. The
pressure drops associated with high coolent-flow rates may exceed the
capabilities of the bleed system at some portion of the aircrsft mission.
The facilities required for titroductlon of the coolsnt into the rotor
may be simplified where small volume flow is required. b addition,
very little is known about the influence of coolant discharge on the
aerodynamic losses of the blading. With this perspective in mind, the
principal design criterions for air cooling resolve into a btiance
between over-all blade cooling effectiveness, dtiinishing-returns char~-”
acteristics, and control of coolmt temperature. Jh the presence of
diminishing returns, control of.coohnt temperate becomes a major
factor in achieving a margin of safety in the blade. The best over-all
criterion for en air-cooling system is the margin of satety and the
ability of the system to accommodate increasingly severe design condi-
tions. A system operating under marginal conditions wouldbe considered
less desirable for extensive research and development.
..
Since the essential systems for aftercooling and refrigeration of the
blade cooling air previously described all involve rejection of heat, an
additional criterion is the ability of the system to function with what-
ever heat-rejection mediums are available, either rsm air, afterburner
fuel, or the main-engine working fluid. Secondary design criterions of
the bleed aftercooling and refrigeration s~tems are the probable wei&
and degree of mechsnicsL complication. The manner in which these factors
are related in evaluating air-cooling systems is indicated In subsequent
sections.
In order to evaluate air-cooling systems analytically, it is first
necessary to determine the variation of blade-profile heat-transfer coef-
ficients over the range of sltitude ad flight speed in the ssme manner
as for liquid cooling (reference 1), and with an established coolant
passage configuration it is necessary to determine the relations between
blade cooling effectiveness and the coolant-flow rate for the particular
engine operating conditions of interest. Then, with consideration of the
coolant bleed temperatures, the strength properties of the blade materisl,
and the stresses encountered, it is possible to evaluate a required coal-
ant flow. Further
coolant-flow rate,
ical points in the
chsxacteristics of
analysis indicates
- -“
-.. ;-
—
—
—
.-.
.
.
.-
analysis can then be made of the bslence between
coolant temperature, and the margin of safety at crit-
flight plan, with consideration of known endurance 9.
air-cooled blade configurations. Where the general
that bleed aftercooling or refrigeration is necessti-y,
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.
additional cycle calculations may be made to determine the reductions in
coolant temperature available through special adaptations of the system
and, where possible, the probable sizes sad weights. The limitations
encountered in rejecting heat from coolant refrigeration systems are
similar to those previously described for liquid-cooling systems (refer-
ence 1), except that special consideration is given in this analysis to
application of eqmnsion refrigeration units rejecting heat to the
afterburner fuel or the main-engine workhg fluid.
in a
form
.
where
I ‘T
‘%
Ta,e,h
A =
x/b
Equation for Average Blade Temperature
A one-dimensional solution of the spsnwise temperature distribution
turbine blade is given in reference 10. The equation in reduced
is as follows:
( )I Ho20b x- m~,awall— —Tg,e - TB 1
T -T ‘l+Aeg,e a,e,h
(1)
temperature-difference ratio
average blade temperature
cooling-air temperature at blade root
%20
‘fzi
position where ~ isobtainedintem of span (~ = ~ herein)
Reference 10 indicates that the two terms omitted from the original com-
plete equation to get the form given above are of minor import~ce.
tiasmuch as the calculations were made for the critical spsnwise station,
x/b = 1/3, and the blade geometry remained fixed, the significant-psram-
eters affecting the ratio ql were the gas-to-blade coefficient Ho (as
calculated in reference 1) and the coolant weight flow Wa, which also
determined the effective blade-to-coolant coefficient for an extended
heat-transfer surface
.
~ as explained in reference 11 and the following
section.
10 CMFWENTI?AM
Gas-to-Blade =d Blade-to-Coolant Heat-Transfer
N4C!ARM E52J30
:
Coefficients 4
—
Both gas-to-blade and blade-to-coolant coefficients were required to
obtain the required coolant-fluw rates. The gas-to-blsde coefficients
.
were determined in exactly the seinemanner as described in reference 1.
The heat-transfer correlation equation used for evaluating the
average convective blade-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficient Hi,B c= N
a’
be obtained
the present
from equation (90) of appendix F of reference 12 snd is, in l G
notation, ->
()
.
k
a,B
‘i,B = O-019(Rea,B)0”8 ~ (2)
where
wJ) Ta
Rea,B =——
~a,Bg %
(3)
.-
The fluid properties h equations (2) smd (3) are based on the blade wall
temperature because it is shown in reference 13 that, for air flowing in
a smooth round tube and for the range of wall and air temperatures nor- .
reallyencountered in air-cooled turbine blades, a satisfactory correlation - —
is obtained for average inside heat-transfer coefficientswhen the fluid
properties are based on wall temperatures. J —
.. .-
The method for obtaining the effective heat-transfer coefficient
.
~ for a finned or corrugated type of surface when the convective coef-
ficient Hi,B is known is given in reference 11.
Method for Obtaining Required Coolant Flow
The critics3 cross section of an air-cooled blade generally occurs
in the region from one third to one half of the span from the root. That
is, failure is more likely to occur in this region because the conibina- .
tion of stress and temperature tends to make the blade weakest at this
section. The one-third-span station was selected as representative of
the critical.section for this anslysis, and all blade temperature calcu-
lations were therefore made for this station.
Arelation betwean blade strength and blade temperature csnbe
obtained from the centrifugal stresses acting on the blade, the stress-
r’upturerelation between stress and temperature for the material, and the -
stress-ratio factor, which is explained in references 4 and El and
defined as the ratio of the integrated allowable strength to the
.
.
cQNFnxiNTuL-
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* centrifugal stress. The stress-ratio factor is always chosen ~eater
thsn 1 because the design integrated allowable stress of the blade must
be greater thsn the centrifugal stress in order to make slbwsnce for
unknown thermal and vibratory stresses which cannot be evsluated accu-
rately. Evaluation of the proper stress-ratiofactor is dependent upon
endurance tests of a particular blade h an engine. The method of eval-
uation and the experimental values of stress-ratio factor for an air-
cooled blade with extended internal heat-transfer surface are given in
reference 4. The stress-ratio factor obtained for a given blade snd
operating condition depends won the blade temperature and therefore the
cool--air flow rate. On the basis of the results of reference 4, a
design stress-ratio factor of 1.9 was chosen for most of the air-cooling
analysis of this investigation.
The allowable average blade temperature csn be determined by using
the stress-rupture properties of the blade material and the calculated
metal strength required, based on the centrifugal.stress and the stress-
ratio factor. The coolant flow required to obtaim the allowable average
blade temperat~e can be calculatedly the procedure explained in the
section
between
passage
. outside
1
Equation for Average Blade Temperature, which gives the relation
coolant flow and blade temperature for a given blade-coolant-
configuration snd for given values of effective gas temperature,
heat-transfer coefficient, ad cooling-air temperature.
Aftercooler Size Determination
Because no data were available on the characteristics of fuel-to-air
heat exchangers and, since the heat-transfer properties of fuel and
ethylene glycol are similar, the data for ethylene-glycol radiators were
used to estimate the size and pressure drop of the cooling-air after-
coolers. The res~ts represent first a~roximations only andare pre-
sented to indicate the order of magnitude of the sftercooler requirements.
The aftacooler characteristics can be obtained from a curve such as
in figure 3, in which the heat-transfer rate in Btu/(8ec)(sq ft of frontal
area) per 100° F temperature difference between mesn coolant smd entering-
air temperature and the corrected static-pressure drop through the core
‘5Ap5-6 are given for core lengths of 9 and I-2inches.
With the cooling-air flow rate and the destied cooling-air tempera-
ture reduction known, the ap~roximate sftercooler size snd pressure drop
were estimated in the following manner: The face, or frontal area of the
aftercooler, must “firstbe assumed and then the core length is estimated
by extrapolation or interpolation from the lines for 9- and 12-inch core
. lengths. The static-pressure drop of the air through the core is obtained
by dividing the corrected pressure drop a#p5- 6 by the correction factor
.
12 ~~
a5, which is defined as the ratio of the density
to the standard sea-level density.
Cooling-Air Refrigeration
The temperature of the cooling air
temperature by injecting water tito the
by Water
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at the cooler entrance *
.—
—
-m
g
hjection
can be reduced to its saturation
cooling-air duct. The Matura-
tion temperat&e of the cooling air at the various flight conditions snd
the water-air ratio required canbe determined from a psychometric chart
given in reference 14.
.
Calculation Methods for Refrigerating Cooling-Air
Systems Using Awiliary Components
As described previously, in the section DESCRIPTION OF ~-COOLING
SYSTEMS INVESTIGATED, systems for refrigerating the cooling air were
explored in which first sm aftercooler smd .snexpansion turbine were .
used and second an auxiliary compressor, = aftercooler, and an expanston
turbine were used. b’the first case, the pressure drop across the
aftercooler was neglected and the expansion occurred from compressor- –w
outlet pressure to required cooling-air pressure at the engine turbtie
hub, which was asswned to be equal to the engine turbine-outlet pressure.
The enthalpy drop across the auxiliary turbine is then
I
.
[1
Ta-l
P&8 ‘a
()
(%)7-8 = ~tcp,a,7T&,7 1- p, 7
a,
—
(4)
where T~,7 is in %. From this enthalpy drop and the temperature at
the aftercooler outlet, the cooling-air teqerature drop across the
expsnsion turbine and the cooling-air supply temperature to the engine
turbine are readily calculated. —.
If the power obtained from the auxiliary turbine is used to drive sn
auxilisry compressor (see fig. 2(c)), the enthalpy rise in the auxiliary
compressor is equsl to the enthalpy drop across the turbine. Or
[!?) 1
ya-l
cp,a,3T&J3 PL,4 z - ~(~&)3-4 = (%)7-8 = ~c (5)
L>3
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The
the
temperature at the inlet to the auxiliary turbine
basis of equations (4) and (5), and the resulting
r
h) -Ya~1 ~.1- a,cpja,7 %,7
basmuch as it was assumed that no pressuie
sftercooler, p&,4 equals p&,7. For given
13
can be obtained on
equation is
(6)
drop occurred across the
auxiliary compressor-inlet
conditions P&,3 and T&,3 end given cooling-air supply pressure p~,g
(P.&9 = P&)8)~ equation (6) c~be solved for the a~i~i~ t~b~ne-~et
tanperatures = the pressure ratio p&,4/p&,3 across the auxiliary com-
pressor is vsried. The aftercooler must then pr~ide the required amount
of temperature reduction (Ta,5 - ‘a,6) = (Ta,4 - Ta,7) h order to give
the required auxiliary turbine-inlet t~perat.urej or, in other words,
after the pressure ratio of the auxiliary compressor and thus the aux-
iliary turbine-inlet temperature are established, the cooler size aud
capacity requirements sre also established. APter the auxilisry turbine-
inlet temperature is known, the enthslpy drop across the auxiliary tur-
bine is calculated from equation (4) and then the coolant-supply temper-
ature can be calculated.
If the aftercooler size and capacity sre Specified, for given values
of auxiliary compressor-inlet ‘conditions,bleed-air-flow rate, aftercooler
coolant temperature, snd auxiliary turbine-outlet pressure, the auxiliary
compressor, sftercooler, auxiliary turbine system balsnces out to the
extent that only one auxiliary compressor pressure ratio can be used.
Thus, there is one fixed cooling-air supply temperature for the condition
of a given titercooler size and capacity.
ENGINE DESIGN OPERATING CONDITIONS
The flight conditions, the basic engine specification, the aircrsft
specifications, the turbine specifications, the assumptions used in the
air-coded-systems evaluations, snd the engine operating conditions for
this investigation are summarized in tables I and II. The tmbojet
engine considered was designed to drive a twin-engine s~rsonic inter-
ceptor aircraft over a range of Mach numbers from O to 2.5 with primary
14
emphasis given to a combat Mach nuniperof 1.8
50,000 feet and sufficient engine power for a
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at an altitude of
2g maneuver at these con-
ditions. The details of the flight plan and the engine specifications
and requirements are given in reference 1.
The detail specifications of the turbine are given in table 1, and
the air-coaled turbine-blademi.dspanconfigurationused in this analysis
is shown in figure 4. This blade was not designed specifically for the
turbine used in this analysis, but based on the required velocity diagram
for driving the compressor it was found that such a blade would approxi-
mately fulfill the des@n conditions. The blade is the same as config-
uration H, profile 2, in reference 11. The spanwise distribution of cen-
trifugal stress is shown in figure 5 for this blade for an area ratio of
0.5. Area ratio is defined as the ratio of metal cross-sectional area
at the tip to the metal cross-sectional.area at the root. At the one-
third-span position the centrifugal stress is 33,500 pounds per square
inch as compared with approximately 23,500 pounds per square inch in the
J33 turbine used for the experimental investigations of references 2 to
7. The
El
stress at the blade-root is 44,500 po&is per sqyare inch.
.
.
. .
CALC!ULATIONPRWEDURE
order to evaluate the air-cooling systems, the methods of snalmis
.
described in the section ANALYTICAL METH&l-FOR~ ALUATING AJR-COOLING-
SYSTEMS were applied first to evaluate the range of coolant-passageheat- B
transfer coefficients obtainable with the extended internal heat-transfer
surfaces illustrated in figure 4 for the air-cooled blade selected for
the basic engine. Both average inside heat-transfer coefficients and tlie
average effective coefficients of the equivalent finned surfaces were
calculated with the use of equation (2) and reference 11 for a range of
coolant flows to a..out ~ percent of the engine mass flow at sea-level
static conditions.
. ,-..
In order to determime the characteristicsof the nonrefrigerated
system with direct compressor-bleed air, calculations were made over the
range of flight conditions from sea-level st%tic to a Mach ntiber of 2.5
at sm sltitude of 50,000 feet. Required coolant-flow ratios were deter-
mined for a stress-ratio factor of 1.9, as explained ti the section
Method for Obtaining Required Coolant Flow, and for allowable blade tem-
peratwes based upon the 100-hour stress-ruptureproperties of the high-
temperature alloy S-816. b all the air-cooling calculations with the
nonrefrigerated system, the temperature of the cooling air entering the
blade base was taken as that at compressor-outletplus an allowance of
60° F for the temperature rise from the hub of the rotor disk out to the
blade base.
.
The operating conditions end specificationsfor this part of
the analysis are given in tables I and II. —
--
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‘I?heinfluence of the design stress-ratio
coolant flow was investigated over a range of
1.35 to 2.35 at the combat conditions of Mach
15
factor on the required
stress-ratio factor from
number 1.8 and altitude of
.
50,000 feet to determine the sensitivity of the design and the probable
mwgin of ssfety that could be provided within the desired range of
coolant flow for this particular blade configuration. Larger stress-
ratio factors will provide a greater margin of safety in a blade design;
therefore, the purpose of this calculation was to evaluate whether the
design stress-ratio factor couldbe increased to meet more severeril4
WI requirements. E the stress-ratio-factor increase obtainable at higher
a coolant flow was inadequate, it would indicate that the point of dimin-
ishing returns had been exceeded and that sn alternate blade configura-
tion should be considered.
An additional question.that always arises in cooled-turbine design
is the nuniberand the size of rotor blades to perform the required work
with minimum cooling losses. It wouldbe expected, for a given size of
blade, that a low-solidity rotor would have lower cooling requirements
because of the reduced number of blades end heat-transfer area, although
it might become difficult to obtain the required work efficiently. Cal-
culations were made at the conibatMach number of 1.8 and altitude of
50,000 feet to determtie the vsriation in required design coolant flow,
with consideration given to the changes in profile heat-transfer coeffi-
cients smd coolsnt-flow areas over a range of blade chord and solidity
that result in a minimum of 50 snd a maxtium of 150 blades on the rotor.
k All other conditions remained the same as those given in tables I and II
for the nonrefrigerated system.
b order to investigate the influence of coolant temperature on
coolant-flow requirements, the coolant temperature was varied from 700°
to 100° F for the combat flight conditions. All other conditions remained
the same as in tables I and II for the nonrefri.geratedsystem. An addi-
tional design criterion investigated was the influence of coolant tem-
perature reduction on the stress-ratio factor of this particular %lade
configuration in order to evaluate the msrgin of ssfety that could be
realized in this manner through application of bleed aftercooling or
refrigerantion.
The effectiveness of various methods for reducing the coolant-supply
temperature to the rotor was investigated bymesns of the procedures pre-
viously outlined. The heat-t+ansfer characteristics of a system using
water injection into the cooling,air were determined for the take-off,
climb, and combat portions of the mission to evsluate the water-to-ah
ratios, the weight of water required for each phase of the missia, snd
the influence of water injection on the required amount of compressor-
bleed air. In each instsnce, the compressor-bleed air was reduced to the
saturation temperature for the pressure level that prevailed, ~d the
total weight of water required for the flight waa evsluated as a desi~
,
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criterion for comparison with the weight of a bleed sftercooler with heat .
rejection to fuel that achieves the ssme temperature reduction. In the
latter case, for the system illustrated in figure 2(a), the pertinent
design criterions such as heat-re~ection rates and fuel temperature rise
.
were evaluated over the range of flight conditions frcxnsea-level static
to the ccmibatMach rnmiberand altitude so that a criticsl design point
could be selected. The size snd weight of the aftercooler was then
evaluated and its performance at other significant points in the mission
checked. N
. -2
The characteristics of expansion refr~geration air-cooling systems
m
were investigated at the conibatMach nuniberand altitude for a fixed
coolant-supplypressure to the turbine-rotor hub and a range of .
aftercooler-outlettaperatures from 100° to 900° F. The titercooler-
outlet temperature was used as the desi~ criterion because of its
significance when the heat-rejection medium available is considered and
also because it dictates the auxiliary pressure ratio of the refrigera-
tion cycle when the auxiliary compressor and the auxiliary turbine are
coupled. hsufficient data prevented evaluation of the weights of these
systems.
.-
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Coolant Passage Heat-Transfer Coefficients
.
.
The coolant-passageheat-trsnsfer coefficients obtainable with air
for the blade configuration illustrated in figure 4 me given in figure 6
for a blade temperature of 1210° F and an average coolant temperature of
8C0° F for a range of coolant flaws to about ~ percent of the engine mass
flow at sea-level static conditions. The air-cooled blade considered in
this snalysis is a thin holhw shell.fitted with a corrugated-fin insert
that confties the coolant flow to the passages near the shell and aug-
ments the internsl heat-trsmsfer surface. The lower line gives the aver-
age convective coefficient from metal to ah based m a heat-trsnsfer
correlation h which the fluid properties are evsluated at the passage
wall temperature, as explained in the section Gas-to-Blade and BLade-to-
C!oolantHeat-Transfer Coefficients. The upper line gives the effective
heat-transfer coefficient over the inside syrface of theblade shell that
results from the heat transferred through t~e equivalent finned surfaces
providedby the corrugated-fin insert and tk heat-transferred direct=
from the inner surface of the shell.” The effective coefficient repre-
sents the design values used in the engine tialysis. At a coolaritflow
per blade of 0.05 pound per second, which m“ul.dbe typical for the engine
considered, the convective heat-transfer coefficient is
.
77 Btu/(hr](sq ft)(%), but the addition of internsl surface provides an
:
c?YwmmE-
“x
.
.
.
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effective coefficient of about 225 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(%). The effective-
ness of the fins is influenced by the temperature drop along the conduc-
tion path and is dependent upon the proportions of thickness and spacing
and the thermal conductivity of the fin material. For idesl conditions,
the ratio of sffective to convective coefficient would be equal to the
ratio of total heat-transfer surface area to inside shell srea. The
percentage increase in effectiveness due to the fins for ideal conduction
would be about 252 percent; whereas, for the range of coolant flows con-
sidered in this analysis, the actual ticrease for this particular design
is 225 percent at a coolant flow per blade of 0.015 pound per second end
170 percent at a coolant flow per blsde of 0.08 pm.zndper second. Thus
the effectiveness of the corrugated-fin-insertdesign used in this
analysis iE high in the desired range of coolmt weight flows.
Nonrefrigerated ti-Cooling-System Characteristics
The simple air-cooling system illustrated in figure 1 uses bleed air
taken directly from the compressor outlet and discharged from the tip of
the blade. The cooling-air temperature at the blade base was taken as
60° F higher than the coolant-supply temperature for all conditions.
This value was based on experience with full-scale jet-engine
installations.
Coolant-flow requirements. - The results of the smlysis of the
nonrefrigerated system are summarized in table 111. The coolaut temper-
ature at the blade base varies from a minimum value of 465° F at a Mach
number of 0.8 and an altttude of 35,000 feet to a maximw value of 862° F
at 50,000 feet and a level flight Mach nuniberof 2.5. The allowable
blade temperature at one-third span, based on 100-hour stress-rupture
properties of S-816 azida stress-ratio factor of 1.9, is 1210° F. The
required coolant-flow ratio to maintain the desired stress-ratio factor
at all flight conditions varies from 0.0182 to 0.0425, depending on the
variation of outside ad inside heat-transfer coefficients end the
coolant temperature at the blade base with flight Mach number ad alti-
tude. As a result,of the higher desi~ blade temperature encountered in
air cooling, the outside heat-transfer coefficient is less than with
liquid coolants. At the combat Mach number ad altitude, the outside
heat-transfer coefficient is 116.6 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(%?) as compared with
128 Btu/(hr)”(sqft)(~) for the water-cooled turbine in reference 1. As
a result of the lower heat-transfer coefficient and the smaller differ-
ence between gas and blade temperature, the ratio ‘ofheat transfer to
turbine work for the air-cooled blade at co~at conditions is reduced to
0.0249 as compared with 0.0554 for the water-cooled turbine (reference 1).
From table III it is evident from the required coolant-flow ratio
that the critical operating condition for the nonrefrigerated air-cooling
system occurs at a Mach number of 2.5 and sn altitude of 50,~0 feet.
18
The required coolant-flow ratio for the design
ber of 1.8 snd altitude of 50,000 feet and for
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petit at combat Mach num- .
a stress-ratio factor of
1.9 appears reasonable. ‘I!&influence of the 2* percent compressor bleed
on over-all engine performance is small for an afterburning engine. For
a nonafterburning engine, the loss in thrust relative to an uncooled
engine would be approximately 2* percent ad the increase in specific fuel
consumption would.be negligible for the conditions of this snslysis. At
the maximum flight Mach nuniber,the coolant-flow ratio of 0.0425 can
probably be tolerated for most applications.
A question of interest in connection with determining minimum
coolant-flow requirements, as in the analysis summarized in table III, is
the tiluence of rotor-blede solidity and chord length on the number of
blades in the rotor and the total coolant-flow requirements. Current-
production engines of the approximate size considered in this analysis
commonly have 100 or more rotor blades in a stage with relatively short
blade chords. Because of the distribution of the local heat-transfer
coefficients around the blade, the average heat-transfer coefficient of
short-chordblades tends to be higher thsn large-chord blsdes. In
addition, for a given size blade, the surface area and total coolsnt-
passage area vary directly as the number of blades on the rotor. The
combined effect of veriation h rotor solidity and blade chord length is
illustrated in figure 7, which shows clearly the reason for the large
chord end relatively low solidity of the 58-bl@e turbine used throughout
this SDdySiS. The relative coolant-flow ratio is given as a function of
the number of rotqr blades with chord end solidity as parameters. If the
chord length is held constant and the rotor solidity increased, the
coolezrt-flowrequirement increases very rapidly. lY the solidity is held
constant snd the number of blades increased shnply by using a short-chord
blade, the coolant-flow requirement may become 40 percent greater than
the basic 58-blade turbine used in the analysis. The design of cooled
turbines with a large number of small blades therefore results in
unnecessary penalties in coolant-flow requirements, and considerable
gains canbe made with designs such as the basic twrbine provided that
aerodynamic limitations sre not exceeded with consequent loss of turbine
efficiency. Little further gain couldbe made in the coolant-flow
requirements indicated in table 111 by adjusting blade chord snd rotor
solidity because the aspect ratio of the blade is slready reduced to
about 2 and the number of blades reduced considerablybelow present prac-
tice. The aerodynamic lhnits of such configurations are not well estab-
lished, but it is believed that for the engine design considered herein
the 58-bbiie turbine is close to the practical limit.
The characteristics of the nonrefrigerated system given in table 111
represent only a reference point because additional calculations m?e
required to evaluate the over-all suitability and probable msrgin of
.—
.
.
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. safety in the design. A minimum design stress-ratio factor of 1.9 at the
one-third-span position was selected as a reference vslue on the basis of
experimental.investigations in a turbine of similar hub-tip ratio; it is
believed to be adequate following extensive development of a blade con-
figuration to provide uniform cooling and reliable structural features
such as taper ratio, fillets, and uniform brazing and welding. In prac-
tice, the design stress-ratio factor must be evaluated frcane~ertence
with each particular engine and blade configuration since the influence
of gas bending loads, thermal stresses, twisting mcments, and vibratory
stresses vary considerably. b the present evaluation the stress-ratio
factor at the one-third-span position was considered because past expe-
rience has indicated that the blade is most likely to fail at that posi-
tion. It maybe possible that as the general stress level of the entire
blade is raised the critical section of the blsde maybe nearer to the
root; for example, the maximum obtainable stress-ratio factor at the
blade root for the blade considered in this report is 1.9. The minimum
allowable stress-ratio factor in this region of the blade is unknown
because experimental data are not available for air-cooled bl~es operat-
ing at the stress level considered herein. h addition, the stress-ratio
factor is based on rupture properties of the material, which may not be
significant in the failures encountered in a particular case. An exam-
ple of this wouldbe the occurrence of severe vibrations near the tip of
the blade, in which case increasing the design stress-ratio factor at
the one-third span would have doubtful value. An insight into the sen-
sitivity of the particular blade design can be gained, however, by con-
, sidering a range of design stress-ratio factor at the one-third-span
position.
Ibfluence.of design stress-ratio factor on coolant flow. - The varia-
tion of required coolant-flmw ratio with design stress-ratio factor at
the one-third span is given in figure 8 for combat Mach number end alti-
tude. It can be noted that it is practically impossible to achieve a
stress-ratio factor of 2.5 by increasing the coolant-flow ratio. There
are two factors which affect the maximum obtainable stress-ratio factor:
(1) The stresses in the blade are such that, even if the blsde metsl
temperature were reduced to 100° F, the stress-ratio factor at the one-
third-spsn position would onlybe 2.6; (2) a point of diminishing returns
is obtained with air cooling so that even very large quantities of
cooling-air flow have only a small effect on reducing the blade tempera-
ture. Since the blade taper ratio is alxeady very favorable for an air-
cooled blade, there is little prospect for structural modifications to
permit any incre~e in the msximum obtainable stress-ratio factor; how-
ever, the maximum stress-ratio factor is of little importance so long as
the design stress-ratio factor is sdequate for ssfe Operation.
. Decreases in the coolant”flowbelow the design value of 0.0245 have
a very marked effect on stress-ratio factor!
that rsndom variations in engine operation or
It is therefore possible
inadvertent over-temperature
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operation could appreciably decrease the magin of safety for the blade. .
Consequently, it maybe advisable for such designs to operate normslly
at a somewhat higher coolant-flow ratio as an added factor of sefety. .-
.
—
The nonrefrigerated system of air cooling appears to be adequate———
—
for the conditions considered h this report, and the system is desirable
because of its light weight andmechsnicsl simplicity. W order to con-
sider methods of cooling that would have a greater margin of ssfety, or
systems that mightbe required for applications where stronger cooling
is required, the characteristics of refrigerated air-cooling systems were am
considered. k
Refrigerated-Air-Cooling-SystemCharacteristics
Two possibilities exist to hnprove themargin of safety in an air-
cooled turbine: The first is substitution of an improved blade config-
uration, such as the strut-blade design discussed in references 15 and -
16, which can tolerate higher coolant temperatures; the second is to
apply bleed eftercooling or refrigeration to reduce coolsxrtteinperatuie,
thereby either reducing coolant-flow requirements or increasing the —
stress-ratio factor according to the particular needs. In order to pro-
vide a basis for evaluating %leed aftercooling and refrigeration, calcu-
lations were made for the combat Mach nuniberand altitude to determine
.
the influence of the coolant-supply temperature on the coolant-flaw ratio
at a given stress-ratio factor and to determine the influence of the -
coolent-supply temperature on the stress-ratio factor at a given coolant-
flow ratio.
Tnfluence of coolant temperature on coolent-flow ratio and stress-
ratio fac%or. - The variation of required .coolent-flowratio with inlet
cooling-air te!nperatureat the blade base is given in figure 9(a). For
a constent design stress-ratio factor of 1.9 at combat Mach number snd
altitude, the required coolsnt-flow ratio decreases from 0.0245 at 664° F
inlet coolant temperature to 0.0126 at 100° F inlet coolant temperature.
The difference in engine performance between these two extremes of
coolant-flow ratio would be negligible in em afterburning engine, and the
gain in-thrust of the lower coolant flow would onlybe on the order of
1 percent for a nonafterburning engine. @ greater significance is the
rise in coolant-flow ratio as the air temperature exceeds the d&sign .-
value of 664° F for the simple ~ir-cooling system with compressor-outlet
bleed. An increase of only 100 F in compressor-outlet-bleedtempera-
ture as a result of atmospheric variations”or off-design flight conditions
—
would result in almost a 25-percent increase in coolant-flow ratio to
maintain a constant stress-ratio factor of 1.9. This trend is slso shown
in figure 9(b), which.gives the stress-ratio-factorvariation with
coolant inlet temperature for the ssme conditions as the previous f@ure
except that the coolsnt flow is held constent at the design velue of
/ *
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0.0245 for the basic turbine. The curve shows that increases in coolszrt
temperature can reduce the stress-ratio factor to values which maybe
too low for reliable operation. Figure 9(b) also indicates the influence
of coolant temperature reduction on stress-ratio factor. A reduction in
temperature of 200° F increases the Atress-ratio factor to almost 2.2
and provides a greater margin of sefety over the design value of 1.9.
As shown on figure 8, sn increase in coolant-flow ratio to approximately
0.035 wouldbe required to obtain a similar stress-ratio factor with
2 corripressor-o-atlet-bleedair. The additional loss in thrust for a non-
% efterburning engtie using outlet bleed with a design stress-ratio factor
of 2.2, relative to the same stress-ratio factor with refrigerated
cooling air, is about 1 percent for the conditions cited. Thus, bleed
refrigeration offers an alternate method of increasing the design stress-
ratio factor without losses associated with higher coolant-flow ratio.
The main purpose of bleed refrigeration is not to reduce required
coolant-flow ratio for a given minimum design stress-ratio factor, but to
increase the mergin of safety end provide for off-design operating con-
ditions that might otherwise affect the reliability of the turbine.
Water-in3ection system. - The simplest method of bleed aftercooling
is the injection of water to reduce the coolant temperature to saturation
conditions immediately ahead of the point of introduction into the rotor.
. Since the water injected for this purpose is lost overboard in the
efiaust, application of this system is dependent upon flight duration.
Analysis of water injection for the flight and operating conditions given
b in table II was made ad the results are summsrized in table IV. The
final cooling-air temperature varies somewhat according to the tempera-
ture snd pressure at compressor outlet, but a coolant-supply temperature
to the rotor of 166° F was obtained at combat Mach number snd altitude.
It was assumed that the coolant-flow ratio couldbe reduced to 0.014 at
this air temperature, snd the water-to-air ratio for this condition was
0.097. b order to determine the total weight of water required for the
mission, the average water rates during the acceleration snd climb phases
of the flight were evaluated. The water rate at combat conditions was
constant. As shown in table IV, the totsl weight of water required for
the flight was 93.3 pounds per engine. This method of coolant-bleed
refrigeration appears promising for missile-engine application where
mechanical simplicity in both the turbine rotor and the air-supply system
would be desirable.
Bleed-aftercooling system. - A nuniberof alternate bleed refrigera-
tion systems having equal.or greater cooling effectiveness compared with
that of water injection are available, but further increase in complica-
tion is encountered in making the system an integral part of the engine.
The next step that can be applied in afterburning engines is to reject
heat to the afterburner fuel in a bleed ~tercooler. Aftercooler design
conditions for a 0.5-square-foot tubdar heat exchanger used to obtain
the same temperature reduction as with water injection are given in
.
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table V. The rate of heat rejection in this case is 108 Btu per second .
ss compared with 291 Btu per second for the fuel-cooled turbine (refer-
ence 1) so that the heat-rejection rates to the fuel and also to the
fuel tank for nonafterburning operation with bleed aftercooling are con- r-
siderably less than they are when th& entire turbine-cooling load is
rejected to the afterburner fuel flow. In table V, the maximum tempera-
ture rise of the fuel occurs at the conibatMach nuniberand altitude,
which were selected as the design point for the aftercooler. At a given .
operating point the afterburner fuel flow and the cooling-air weight
flow are fixed,and it is necessary to solve for the required core depth ~
in the aftercooler to meet the given heat-rejection rate. The operating N
points of the 0.5-square-foot section are given in figure 3 for the
values of table V. A 12-inch core depth was found to be tiadequate arkl
the characteristicsgiven in the.figure indicate that approxim@ely an
18-inch core depth is required for this application. The required
cooltng-air temperature at the desi~ point was 166° F, the temperature
rise of the afterburner fuel was 98 F, snd the estimated pressure drop
through the core section was approximately 4 inches of water because of
the high pressure and density with the compressor-outletair. The main
P-ose of the ~~YSiS W= to obtain a weight comparison between water
in~ection and bleed aftercooling since the short duration of the mission
appeared to permit application of water in~ection. The estimated weight
of the bleed aftercooler filled with fuel was 78 pounds, indicating a .
considerable difference in weight as compared with the water injection
system which required 93 pounds of water plus the tank weight. —
-d
—
Comparison of the two flight speeds considered at an altitude of
35,000 feet in table V indicates that performance of the bleed after-
cooler becomes more critical as flight Mach nuulberis increased because
of the higher coolant temperature reduction desired. With a given core
size, the coolant-supplytemperature to the turbine would increase even-
tually as flight Mach nuniberincreaaed in spite of the stAble temperature
of the heat-rejection medium. The extent to which engine operation would
be llmited by this effect at high flight Mach number was not determined
although a considerablemargin appears available in the 0.5-square-foot
section used in table V.
Air-bleed expansion refrigeration systems. - Ih all cases considered
in this amlysis, the cooling air is taken at compressor-outletcondi-
tions and, since the supply pressure required at the point of introduction
of the cooling air tito the turbine rotor is lower than the compressor-
outlet pressure,.the possibility exists of operating an expansion refrig-
eration cycle between these points. A distinction is drawn between two
modifications of the refrigeration cycle depending upon how the expansion
turbine is loaded. In the open cycle, illustrated in figure 2(b), the
turbine is loaded by an aircraft or engine accessory such as the after- .
burner
closed
fuel pump, and the work of expansion leaves the system. h the
cycle, illustrated in figure 2(c), the expansion turbine is loaded
.
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. by an auxilisry compressor that is in series
expansion turbine, snd the work of expansion
23
with the aftercooler and
is ultimately rejected as
heat in the bleed sftercooler. The thermodynamic cycle of the open and
closed systems is indicated in figure 10. The characteristics of the two
systems at ccaibatMach nuniberand sltitude are given in figure 11, in
which cooling-air-supply temperature is plotted against aftercooler-
outlet temperature. The 45° line indicates the cooling-air-supply tem-
perature without use of an ~ansion turbine; that is, air is taken
directly from the compressor outlet or it is cooled below the canpressor-Isl
G outlet temperature in an aftercooler. The curve labeled “Expansion
m through auxiliary turbine” gives the possible operating points of the
open system in which a fixed pressure ratio is available for the expsn-
sion turbine at any given operating condition. For the basic engine,
the cooling-air-supply temperature can be varied from 440° F with no
aftercooling to 50° F for the 166° F aftercooler-outlet temperature given
in the preceding exsmple. The temperature reduction of the open system
is limited by the pressure ratio available so that loading of the turbine
becomes a problem because of the large variation in output as flight con-
ditions vsxy. Perhaps the only suitsble auxiliary would be the after-
burner fuel pump because its power requirements vsry in a similar msnner
to the turbine-cooling requirements. The results in figure 11 show the
manner in which expansion refrigeration extends the Mach nunibercapability
of an ah-cooling system. Even with no aftercooling at caibat Mach num-
ber and altitude, a reduction in cooling-air-supplytemperature to 440° F
is possible snd, if the compressor-outlet temperature increased to 800° F
. at higher Mach nuniber,the coolant-supply temperature could be reduced to
600° F with no aftercooling, in which case the margin of safety of the
turbtie would be no less than the nonrefrigerated air-cooling system at
the lower design-point flight Mach nmiber.
The lower curve in figure 12 gives the performance of the closed
cycle under the same conditims. The advautsge of the closed cycle is
small at very low aftercooler-outlet temperatures, but it can be seen
that the amount of aftercooling required to achieve a given cooling-air-
supply temperature is considerably less with the closed cycle over most
of the range considered. This circumstance, in conjunction with the
higher pressures following precompression, would probsbly result in a
smaller sftercooler and thereby offset part of the weight of the aux-
iliaxy compressor..The outstanding difference between open smd closed
cycles occurs at high aftercooler-outlet temperatures, for example, at
500° F where an additional temperature reduction of 140° F is possible.
Regenerative air-bleed expansion refrigeration system. - The regen-
erative bleed e~ansion refrigeration system evolves from the closed
cycle of the preceding discussion and is represented by that portion of
. the lower curve in figure 11 to the right of a 604° F aftercooler-outlet
temperature. The thermodynamic cycle of the regenerative system is
indicated in figure 1O(C). The characteristic of the system is such that,
.
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if the aftercooler is relocated in the main-engine working fluid at .
compressor-outlet conditions and the cooling air ~educed to within 50° F
of engine compressor-outlettemperature following precompression in the
auxiliary compressor, the final coolut-supply temperature to the turbine .
rotor can be reduced by 314° F to a value of 290° F. Thusj the expansion
system can be made completely independent of an auxiliary system such as
the afterburner fuel system and is suitablefior nonafterburntig engines.
The flight Mach nuuibercapability of the regenerative system appears .
good, and the curve in figure IL indicates that at a compressor-outlet
temperature of 802° F at the maximum level flight Mach number of 2.5 a ~
turbine-coolant-supplytemperature of 354° F can be maintained: Thus, L
with the regenerative system, a given margin of safety can be retained In
spite of increased flight Mach nuniberand other off-design operating —
conditions. A weight estimate for the components of the expsnsion refrig-
eration systems was not determined,but similar equipunt is currently
under intensive development for aircraft applications.
COMPARISON OF TURBINE AIR- AND LIQUID-COOLING SYSTEMS
An analysis of turbine liquid-cooling systems is presented in refer-
ence 1 for identical turbine design and operating conditions and is used
as a basis for comparison with the air-cooling systems considered h this
report. The combined results of the two reports therefore permit direct
.
comparison of air and liquid systems on the basis of the most desirable
characteristicsfor a given heat-re$ectionmedium, either rsm air, after- .
burner fuel, or main-engine working fluid.
The simple nonrefrigerated air-cooling_system considered in this
report was found to be adequate for all con~itions, although the coolsmt-
flow-ratio requirements at supersonic speed almost doubled when the flight
Mach number at 50,000 feet was Increased from 1.8 to 2.5. This system
appears to represent the least mechanical complication in installation
and is independent of heat-rejectionproblems encountered in other more
complex systems. A limitation that is encountered, however, is that the
simple system is more sensitive to variations in coolant-supply tempera-
ture at high flight Mach nu?iberand generally has a lower margin of —.
safety than can be provided in other systems. Since compressor-bleedair
is inherently less effective than liquids for turbine-blade cooling, the
only methods available for improving the ba~ical.lysimple air-cooltig–
system are either to greatly increase the heat-transfer effectiveness —.
within the coolant passage by means of extended surface or other devices,
or to provide special methods for reducing the cooling-air-supplytemper-
ature to the blade. Bleed sftercoolingwith rem air is a possible method,
but introduces almost the same external complication in ducting ad ati-
iliary apparatus as the liquid-cooled turbine with ram radiator.
The water-cooling system with heat rejection to ram air in a radiator
duct, investigated in reference 1, is limitedby a considerableweight .
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penalty and the possibility of severe drag losses at off-design radiator
operating conditions, although a satisfactory radiator design appears
practical at combat conditions. The ability of the water-cooling system
to accommodate the maximum level flight Mach number of the aircraft was
inadequatebecause of heat-rejection consideration in the radiator at
high ram temperature and resultsnt excessive pressures in the system.
The over-all suitability of the water-cooling system was further limited
by vulnerability, the undesirable influence on aircrsft configuration
N4 resulting from large radiator frontal area, and installation complexity
Cn
m of the radiator, pumps, pluding, snd radiator ducting which are external
to the main engine and therefore influence the aircraft design to a con-
siderable extent.
For sfterburning engines, an slternate possibility is the fuel-
cooling system considered in reference 1, although a serious limitation
exists if provision must be retiefor periods of nonafterburning operation c
during cruising portions of the flight. The design, installation, and -
mechanical problems of the fuel-cooling system are relatively simple,
and weight and performance penalties appear to be negligible. The tem-
perature of the heat-rejection medium in this case is stable and the
system is therefore insensitive to high flight Mach number. The fuel-
cooling system can be applied in the supersonic interceptor with limited
flexibility of operation, although provision must be made for pressuriza-
.
tion of the fuel tsmks to avoid evaporation losses during portions of
the flight where heat is rejected temporarily to the tanks. The system
is therefore limited in interceptor-aircraftapplication because of the
.
undesirable influence of tsnk pressurization on aircrsft configuration}
fuel-tank design and installation problems, snd increased vulnerability
of the pressurized fuel tanks. An additional uncertain limitation is the
chemical stability of the fuel under the conditions imposed in a turbine-
cooling system, but the fuel-cooling system otherwise-appears desirable
and applicable for supersonic speed and high-altitude ~light.
Bleed refrigeration systems that permit reduced coolant flow or
increased margin of safety of the air-cooling systm at high flight Mach
nuniberwere considered. These systems used afterburner fuel as the heat-
rejecti.onmedium and were therefore subject to many of the installation
and op~at~g complexities of the fuel-cooled turbine if operation with
and without al?terburningwas required in the flight plan. Application of
sftercoolers using fuel as the heat-re~ection medium to the air-cooling
system is a desirable alternate for the direct-fuel-cooling system. Of
the systems investigated in this report and reference 1, all the air-
cooling systems and the direct-fuel-cooling system can accommodate the
maximum level flight Mach number, but the air-cooling systems require
the least additional development and have a minimum of new fabrication
.
problems in any given engine since air cooling permits extension of a
fully developed turbine-rotor design to more severe operating conditions
with revision only of the auxiliary components of the engine. The most
.
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promising application for turbine-cooling systems based
to the afterburner fuel is the guided-missile engine at
NACA RM E52J30
on heat rejection
very high flight
Mach nu.uiberand.for missions in which the afterburner operates contin-
uously throughout the flight, thus avoiding heat rejection to the fuel .
tanks..
The regenerative liquid-cooling system appears promising for even-
tusl application in the supersonic interceptor aircraft and can reject 2
heat to the main-engine working fluid at compressor outlet up to the 8
maxhnun level flight Mach nuniber. The principal problem in its applica-
tion is selection of a suitable fluid to operate within the desired tem- -.
perature and pressure limits and, under some conditions, a vapor refrig-
eration cycle operating off the main-engine t~bine may be required.
The regenerative air-cooling system is based on well-developed con-
cepts in expansion refrigeration cycles except that heat rejection occurs
at the compressor outlet in the same manner as the liquid system. The
air-cooling system appears basically simpler thsm the liquid system for
.-
regenerative cooling, end both turbine-rotor weight and the weight of
auxilisry parts of the system would probablybe less. The coolant
refrigeration capacity of the expansion system provides an adequate mar-
gin of safety for an air-cooled turbine up to a maxhnzm level flight Mach
number of 2.5. Although both air and liquid regenerative cooling systems .
sre suitable for the supersonic interceptor aircrsft, it is believed that
the air-cooling s~tem provides the least mechanical complication and
operating problems. ,
It was found that acceptable flight performance of the supersonic
interceptor aircrsft assumed in this analysis couldbe obtained with
improved engine designs having increased specific mass flow, turbine-
inlet temperature, and blade tip speed. The basic engine design specifi-
cations selected for the analysis resulted in turbine stresses and operat-
ing conditions that were beyond the capacity oflthe best uncoiled.high-
temperature-alloy turbine-blade materials. Thus applicability of improved
turbojet engines at supersonic flight speed depends to a consider~le
extent upon hnproved turbine-cooling systems such as those considered in
this analysis. The comparison of air- and.liquid-coolingsystems showed
that adequate cooling effectiveness coul.dbe achieved in spite of the
high ram and compressor-dischargetemperatures encountered at supersonic
speed, and the ultimate limits of air and liquid systems were not
encountered within the specified flight conditions of Mach number 2.5 and
altitude of 50,000 feet. —
In conclusiori,when the over-sll picture of research and application
is considered, the analysis indicates that, for the present, intensive
development of the simple air-cooling system should be continued because
it is capable of operation at supersonic s~eed and hi~ altitude, snd
because such basic developments me directly applicable in improved
.
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. systems with bleed.aftercooling. Since turbine-inlet temperature can not
be raised sufficiently for some time to avoid necessity for afterburning
in interceptors and guided missiles, development would proceed in the
. direction of bleed aftercooling systems and bleed-expansion refrigeration
s~tems based on heat rejection to the afterburner fuel. Ih this manner
a fully developed air-cooled-turbine configuration suitable for less-
severe operating conditions could be extended to higher flight Mach nuriber
without basic chsnges. Also, for afterburning engines with moderateN
increase in turbine-inlet temperature, the fuel-cooling system usingG
al afterburner fuel is a promising development, particularly for very high
flight Mach number. As saoonas parallel development of the stationary
parts of the turbojet engine permits operation at sufficiently high gas
temperature so that afterburning can be avoided, application of the
regenerative air- and liquid-cooling systems may be required because of
insufficient fuel flows for adequate bleed aftercooling or direct liquid
cooling. Prmnising systems for long-range future development and appli-
cation therefore appear to be the regenerative air and liquid systems
which avoid any influence on other aircraft installations and systems,
are applicable with nonafterburni.ngengines as well as afterburning
engines, and appear capable of operation over the
flight conditions without limitations on cruising
aircrtit operational conditions.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
“
The results of an investigation conducted to
desired range of
endurance or other
evaluate the effects
of high-sltltude supersonic flight on the effectiveness of turbine air-
and liquid-cooling systems are as follows:
1. The coolant-flow requirements for turbine-rotor blades csn vary
as much as 40 percent by variations in the number and size of turbine
blades that are designed for a specified work output. A smsll number of
lsrge blades required less coolant that a large number of smal.lblades at
the same solidity.
2. A simple nonrefrigerated air-cooling system was found to be ade-
quate for turbine-rotor blade cooling at all conditions considered,
although the required coolant-flow ratio dm~bled from flight Mach number
of 1.8 to flight Mach nuaiberof 2.5. Further development of the shnple
air-cooling system is desirable and also directly applicable to improved
systems with bleed titercooling or refrigeration.
3. Air-cooling systems with bleed titercooling or refrigeration
based on heat rejection to afterburner fuel provide a greater margin of
. safety than the simple nonrefrigerated systems, extend operation to
higher permissible flight Mach &nber wi~hout ~asic char&e in the engine,
and provide the least mechanical complication
.
and operating problems.
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4. The most desirable alternate choice for supersonic interceptor
and guided-missile engines is the liquid-cooling system based on heat
rejection to the afterburner fuel, particularly for very high flight Mach
number provided that limitations csn be placed on the required cruising
endurance. Of the liquid-cooling systems considered, this system has the
least ~ight ~d performance penalties and is relatively simple to
install. .
5. The most promising applications for turbine air- and liquid-
cooling systems based on heat rejection to the afterburner fuel are for
missions in which the afterburner operates continuously throughout the
flight, thus avoiding heat resection to the-iiainfuel tanks.
6. Regenerative air- and liquid-cooling systems rejecting heat to
compressor-outlet air can be provided for nonafterburning engines where
fuel flows may be insufficient for adequate bleed refrigeration or
direct-fuel cooling.
7. The regenerative air-bleed expansion refrigeration system is a
prmnising long-range development capdble of operation over the aesired
range of flight conditions without influence-on other aircraft installa-
tions and systems.
8. Applicability of turbojet engines at supersonic flight speed
depends to a considerable extent upon improved turbine-cooling system-to
permit increased turbine-inlet temperature, specific mass flow, and blade
tip speed; and the analytical comparison of applicable systems showed
that the ultimate limits of air- smd liqui&-cooling systems were not
encountered for flight Mach number to 2.5 at altitudes to 50,000 feet.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aerona-utics
Cleveland, Ohio
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS “
The following symbols were used in this report:
cross-sectional area through blade coolant passage, sq ft
blade height or span, ft
specific heat of gas at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(°F)
specific heat of gas at constant volume, Btu/(lb)(oF)
hydraulic diameter of blade coolant passage, ft
acceleration due to gravity, 32.17 ft/sec2
average heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(see)-(sqft)(%) unless
otherwise specified
average effective inside heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(sec)(sq ft)
(%) unless otherwise specified
absolute stagnation enthalpy, IRu/lb
thermal conductivity, Etu/(sec)(sq ft)(oF/ft)
blade-shell perimeter, ft
absolute static pressure, lb/sq ft
absolute stagnation pressure, lb/sq ft
Reynolds nuniber
static temperature, % or oF
stagnation temperature, OR or OF
weight flow of fluid, lb/see
distance from blade base, ft
ratio of specific heats, c&v
difference
efficiency
NN2A RM E52J30
%Zokzi
absolute viscosity of fluid, (lb)(sec)/sqft
density of fluid, slugs/cu ft
P/P.
temperature difference ratio, (Tg,e - TB)/(Tg,e - Ta,e,h)
.
.
Subscripts:
a
B
c
e
%
h
i
o
t
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
cooling ah
blade (when used with fluid properties or in heat-trsmsfer equations,
subs&ipt B indicates “bas~ on average blade temperature at
critical section”)
auxiliary compressor .
—
effective
combustion gas
blade base
inside blade surface
outside blade surface
auxiliary turbine
NACA sea-level air
engine compressor inlet
engine compressor outlet
auxiliary compressor
auxiliary compressor
aftercooler inlet
sftercooler outlet
inlet
outlet
auxiliary turbine Inlet
—
.
——
—
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9 turbine inlet
.
. 8 auxiliary turbine outlet
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TABLE
Flight conditions
Mach number range
I- SUIWIRY OF CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Altitude range,–ft
Combat conditions
Altitude, ft
Mach number
Maneuverabilityy, g
Loiter conditions
Altitude, ft
Mach number
Basic engine specification
Sea-level specific mass flow, lb/(sec)(sq ft)
Turbine-inlet temperature, oF
Effective gas temperature, ‘F
Sea-level compressor pressure ratio
Afterburning temperature, oF
Aircraft specifications
Gross weight, lb
Structure-to-gross-weightratio
Pay load, lb
Unaugmented specific engine weight, lb/lb thrust
Turbine specifications
Tip speed, ft/sec
Tip diameter, in.
Hub-tip ratio
Blade material
Stress-ratio factor
Blade critical section
Blade cross-section-srearatio, tip to root
Blade chord, in.
Blade solidity
Blade span, in.
Number of blades
Assumptions in air-cooling systems
Temperature rise of cooling air from rotor hub to”blade
base, OF
Aftercooler fuel-inlet temperature for comparison with
water-injection cooling, oF
Auxiliary compressor and turbine efficiency used in
expansion refrigeration system
33
0- 2.5
0 - 50,000
50,000
1.8
2
35,000
0.8
23.6
2040
1760
6
3040
28,000
0.3
3,000
0.28
1,500
35.1
0.732
s-816
1.9
1/3 span
0.5
2.27
1.366
4.72
58
60
50
0.85
T43LE II - ENG13TE OPERA!UHG CONDD!IONS
Altitude, ft
Flight Mach nuuiber
Compressor pressure ratio
Compressor efficiency
Compressor-outlettemperature, OF
Compressor weight flow, lb/see
Turbine- inlet t qperature, %
Aft mbwmer temperature,OF
Ram temperature,OF
Primary-lnumerfuel flow, lb/eec
Kterburner fuel flow, lb/see
Turbine efficiency
Turbine pressure ratio
Specificfuel consumption,lb/lb-h
Thrust , lb
o
0
6.0
0.805
484
158.0
2040
3040
59
4.C6
4.88
.83
2.14
Z.11
.5,283
0.8
5.2
0.821
547
198.3
2040
3040
126
4.92
6.04
.83
Z.1-l
2.48
.5,950
35
0.8
7.0
).780
405
5S.6
2C!40
3040
-17
1.58
1.80
.s3
2.14
2.14
5665
Wo
1.8
4.6
0.831
604
189.7
2040
3040
186
4.5s
5.50
.83
2.14
2.09
.7,706
w
50,
1.8
4.6
).831
604
72.4
2040
3040
186
1.73
2.21
.83
2.14
2.14
6793
. .
8SLZ ‘
2.5
2.6
).70.4
802
82.7
2040
3040
423
1.73
2.46
.83
2.05
2.40
62S8
IESL2.
t .
TABLE III - mWWmANSm CH&RM!TERISTICS OF SYSTEMS USINII NO.K6EFRlIWMTED C03LlIW
AIR BLED FROM COMPRESSOR OUTLET
[&rbine-iiil.et temperature, 204W F; stress-ratio factor, 1.9; blade material,
S-816; allowable blade metal terqperature at one-tlxird span, 12100 F~
v?
Altitude, ft
Flight Wch mmber
Coollng-air temperatmre at blade baae, OF
Average outside heat-tremfer coefficient,
Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(OF)
Requirvxi coolant-flow ratio
Heat-transfer rate to cooling air, Htu/sec
Ratio of heat transfer to turbine work q/ii
o 35,000
0
54+4
195. B
o.01s2
309.5
0.0187 I
0.8 0.8
607 465
228.1 101.0
0.020s , 0.0190
361.0 160.0
0.0176 0.0268
1.8
664
232.6
).0238
367.5
).0189
50,000
T
1.8 2.5
664 862
L
116.6 127.5
>.0245 0.0425
1s4.5 201.5
2.0249 0.0256
1
Altitude
(ft)
o
TABLE Iv-
Fligklt
Mach
number
0
HEAT—TRANWER CHARACTlKt8TICS OF A SYSTEM
Compressor-
outlet
tempera-
ture
(OF)
484
SPR.AZ TO REFRIGERATE CKJLITUl AIR
Cmpre660r-
Outlet
pressure
(lb/sq f.n.)
88.2
~ml.crate t. flight Mach number .f 0.8
Final cOOlfIl&
air 6atura-
Lion tempera-
ture
(OF)
tiater-
to-air
rat 10
Cooling-air
weight flow
for a
coolant -
flow ratio
of 0.014
184 0.066 2.21
I
lo 0.8 547 I.11.l 202 0.07’4 2.78
CIMJ to 35,000 ft at flight Mach number of O.8
35,000 0.8 405 35.1 141 0.058 0.82
Accelerate to flfght Mach number of 1.8 at 35,CKX3 ft
35,000 1.8 604 82.6 195 0.080 2.66
CMuib to 50,000 f% at flight Mach number of 1.8
50,000 1.8 604 40.4 166 0.0s7 1.01
Available conibat thne at 50,000 ft at flight &h number of 1.8
Total wef.ght of water used per engine
,
=s=
Duration of I Weight of
mch phm e water
of fMght required
plan (lb)
(see)
*
10.5 1.53
22.6 3.95
I 93.30
w
m
I. “!
8$W I
WM.
l
TABLE V - BLEED AFIWRCCXXER DESIGN CONDITION8 FOR EMT RMECTION
To AFrERImIm mJEL
@ore frontal area, 0.5 sq ft; afterburner fuel-inlet
temperature, 500 F; coolant-flow ratio, 0.014.]
.W.
Altitude, ft o 35> O(xl 50, am
Flight Mach number o 0.8 0.8 1.8 1.8
Aftmburner fuel flow, lb/eec 4.88 6.04 1.80 5.50 2.21
llnglne ccmpresaor weight flow, lb/see 158.0 199.3 58.6 ~9.7 72.4
Coolimg-air weight flow, lb/see 2.21 2.78 0.82 2.66 1.01
Compressor-outlet temperature, @ 484 547 405 604 604
Des ired coolihg-alr temperature reduction, OF 300 345 264 409 43a
Final cooling-air temperature, ‘F 184 202 141 195 166
Rate cd heat exchange, Btu/sec 161 235 52.6 266 108
9kmparature rise of afterburner fuel, OF 66 78 58 97 98
Heat-tramfer rate per unit frontal. cme area of
heat eXC~er, Btu/(sec)(sq ft) per 100° F ~ 80 103 32 106 43
Cooling-air weight flow per unit frontal area
of heat exchanger, lb/(see) (sq ft) 4.42 5.56 1.64 5.32 2.03
ElBurner
f
Turbim
.—
9
1“ ‘Throttle
Bleed ah
Figure 1. - Schematic diagram of siqple ati-ccOUng Eystem.
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(a) Aftercooler heat exchange to fuel.
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(b) Aftercoolerheat exchange to fuel and e~nsion through
auxiliary turbine.
Figure 2.
- Schematic diagrams of systems used to refrigerate
turbine-cooling air bled from compressor.
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(c) Auxiliary cmqpresslon, aftercooler heat exchange to afterburner fuel,
and expansIon through auxiliary turbine driving auxiliary compressor.
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(d) Regenerative air-cooling system with auxiliary compression, after-
cooler heat exchange to engine compressor-outlet air, and e-ion
through auxiliary turbine driving a@liary compressor.
F@.ure 2. - Concluded. Schematic diagrams of systems used to refrigerate
turbine-cooling air bled from compressor.
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Calculated AltitudeFlight
heat rejec- (ft) Mach
tion for number
.
bleed
m
m aftercooler
PN o 120-
,. 1?oint
1 0 0
2 0 .8
3 35,000 .8
4 35,000 1.8
5 50,000 1.8
— Heat-transferrate
- Static-pressure.drop
Core length
(in.)
04
02
12
b 1/1. 20
2 4 6 8 lo-0
Air weight flow per unit frontal core area, lb/(sec)(sqft)
Figure 3. - Performancecharacteristicsfor 9- and 12-inch sore
lengths of ethyleneglycol radiatorsand calculated heat-
rejectf,onrates for the aircraftaftercooler. (Abscissafor
points is bassd on assumed aftercoolerfrontal area of
0.5 Sq ft.)
Lr-
N
I I
Figure 4.
- Crcm -sectional view of ah-cooled blade asaumed In
analyaii3.
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0
Root Blade span Tip
Figure 5. - Spanwise distribution of turbine-blade centrifugal
stress for 0.5 ratio of tip cross-sectional area to root cross-
sectional sma. Blade material, S-816; hub-tip ratio, 0.732;
blade span, 4.72 inchesj tip speed, 1500 feet per second.
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Coolant weight flow, lb/(sec)(blade)
Figure 6. - Comparison of calculated effective heat-transfer
coefficient with average convective he?t-transfer coefficient
in air-cooled corrugated blade. Average blade temperature,
12100 F; average coolant temperature, 800° F.
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Figure 7. - Variation of relative required coolant-flow ratio with nnmber of
air-cooled bladm for tiiO VRhles of Sd.idit y. Altitude, 50,000 feet;
flight ?&eh number, 1.8j stress-ratio factor, 1.90; turbine-inlet t~-
ture, 2040° F j blade material, S-816 j cooling-air inlet temperature at
blade baee, 664° F; hub-tip ratio, O.732; tip speed, MOO feet per second.
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Figure 8. - Variation of rec@red coolant-flow ratio with stress-ratio factor
for air-cooled blade. Altitude, 50,000 feet; flight Msch nuniberj 1.8;
turbine-inlet tenmerature, 2040° F; blada mtilal, S-816; cooling-air
Met temperature at blade base, 664° F; soMdity, 1-366; number of blades,
58 j h~-ti~ ~tti, 0.732 j tip Spad2 1500 feet w s=d.
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(a) Required coolant-flow ratio at a stress-ratio
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factor of 1.9.
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(b) Stress-ratio factor at a coolant-flaw ratio of 0.0245.
Figure 9. - Variation of required coolant-flow ratio and stress-
ratio factor with inlet cooling-air temperature for the air-
cooled blade. Altitude, 50,000 feet; flight ~ch ntier, 1.8;
turbtie-inlet temperature, 2040° F; blade material, S-816;
solidity, 1.366; nuniberof blades, 58j hub-tip ratio, 0.732;
tip speed, 1500 feet per second.
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(a) Ntercooling and expansion in auxiliary turbine.
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(b) Auxiliary coqressim, aftercooling,and expansion in
auxiliaryturbine.
Flgwe 10. - Temperature-entropydiagrams showing thermodynamiccycle
of systems for refrigeratingcooling air.
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(c) Auxiliary compression, aftercooling by heat reJection at
compressor outlet, and ~an.sion in auxiliary turbine.
F@ure 10. - concluded. Temperature-entropy diagrams showing
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~hermodynamic cycle of systems for refrigerating cooling
air.
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Figure 11. - Comparison of methods for refrigerating blade cooling
air bled from engine compressor. “Altitude, 50,000 feet; flight
Mach number, 1.8; auxiliary coinpressorsnd turbine efficiencies,
0.85; final coolant pressure, 13.55 pounds per square inch
absolute; pressure drop through aftercooler neglected.
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